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About Prosper: 
Prosper Australia is an independent, not-for-prot organisation campaigning for economic          
justice. Our reform agenda derives from the work of nineteenth century philosopher, Henry             
George. Prosper’s mission is to inuence revenue policy by educating policy makers and the              
general public in the economics of locational advantage. We argue for lower costs and greater               
efficiencies through the removal of deadweight taxes, and the utilisation of the most efficient and               
equitable tax bases available to Governments; property rights in land and natural resources. 
 



Prosper thanks the Minister for Local Government for providing the opportunity to respond to the               
Local Government Bill exposure draft.  
 
Our submission is predominantly concerned with Clause 102 which mandates that all councils             
use capital improved value (CIV) system of valuation. 
 
We strongly oppose the removal of Site Value Rating (SV) from the legislative framework.  
 
Prosper wants Victoria to use the best rating system available - one that imposes no               
deadweight costs, fosters economic activity and promotes the best and highest use of the land.               
CIV does NOT exhibit these virtues.  
 
Our view is that Site Value Rating should be maintained as a rating alternative, particularly as it                 
has been adjudged time and again as the most efficient (and progressive) tax base available.  
 
As per our response to the Directions Paper, we refer the Minister to the New South Wales                 
Royal Commission on Valuation and Rating (1965-67) and the City of Brisbane Rating Study              
(1989). These comprehensive inquiries both came out strongly in support of rating on land              
values only. 
 
If the aim of Cl.102 is to preclude the use of net annual value (NAV) by councils except                  
Melbourne City Council, this should not preclude SV as a rating option. Unlike NAV, rating on                
land values does not result in skewing the tax burden excessively toward commercial uses.  
 
We are aware that for most councils retaining SV will have no discernable impact, as most are                 
already using CIV. However, councils need to be able to respond to changing circumstances.              
Cl. 102 prevents municipalities from refining, revising or experimenting with their rating base. 

 
There is currently no benefit in removing SV as a rating option. Or, if there is a benefit it                   
has not been sufficiently expounded. 
 
Further, with regards to Clause 105, differential rating flexibility should be extended to both CIV               
and SV. Both should be placed on an equal footing. 
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